1) NU has provided 5,400 m2 of research space to accommodate the Center. This commitment will be
continued. Additional space will be allocated when needed.
2) NU will rearrange and relocate the facilities of existing departments and centers, and will establish
the Center’s core facility, making it possible to collaborate intensively with the researchers of other
departments and research centers.
3) NU will reauthorize the University’s Facility Management Plan and will make the Center’s core facility
a top priority.
(6) How it will support to sustain the center as a world premier international research center
after the WPI-grant period ends.
1) NU places the Center as a significant research institute in the University’s mid-term plans, and
commits to sustain the Center’s pioneering research activities after the termination of the WPI grant
support. In order to do so, NU allocated the Center as part of the Institute of Advanced Research,
which has been established as an institute independent from the other departments and research
centers at NU, and will ensure financial support and permanent positions for the researchers
employed at the Center.
2) Depending on the achievement and influence of the Center, NU will advance the scheme to
reorganize other departments and institutes within the university.
(7) Other types of assistance it will provide to give maximum support to the center in
achieving its concepts and objectives and becoming a world premier international
research center in both name and deed.
1) Looking at the existing WPI centers, there seemed to be situations where they faced struggles with
their host institution’s headquarters. To overcome these issues, NU had assigned a member of
Board of Trustee/Vice-President as the Administrative Director to bridge the gap between the
Center and the University’s headquarters. Through these endeavors, the Center’s management
system and guidelines were built. As of January 2014, the Trustee stepped down as the
Administrative Director and a new Administrative Director was appointed. The Center Director has
been holding a regular meeting with the President of NU once a month to discuss any issues related
to the management of the Center.
2) The newly assigned Administrative Director has a research background and leads the administrative
department. NU will continue the Center so that it’s research activities at a maximum performance.
3) NU recognizes one of the important aspects of the WPI is to accelerate system reform of Japanese
universities such as flexible operation and, internationalization.
4) Intensive commitment of NU’s leadership to the Center is critically important to accelerate the
system reform in not only the Center but also for the entire university.
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